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Why should you prepare the surface?
A.K.A., Why does cleanliness matter?
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• Poor cleanliness and surface preparation affects all of 
the following:

• Loss of adhesion / delamination of the coating

• Corrosion of the electronics (whether or not they 
are submerged in a liquid)

• Long-term reliability, especially in harsh 
environments
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How should you prepare the surface?
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• Tailor the cleaning method to the contamination
• Know your dirt
• Mixed contaminants might require multiple 

cleaning steps
• Sensitive substrates / components can’t handle all 

cleaning methods

• Tailor the surface preparation to both the substrate 
and conformal coating
• Match chemistries to materials
• Match methods to substrates
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Electronics Manufacturing Failure Analysis
Image reference: http://www.eag.com/mte/failure-mechanisms.html
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http://www.eag.com/mte/failure-mechanisms.html
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Agenda
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• Surface preparation in other fields
• Technical data sheets – cleanliness & surface preparation
• Industry standards on cleanliness 
• Cleanliness test methods
• Dendrites
• Failure analysis (FA) case studies
• Cleaning methods and effectiveness
• Types of substrates
• Plasma cleaning and activation, followed by adhesion promotion
• Surface preparation and conformal coatings at IPC APEX 2016
• Useful resources
• Q & A
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Surface Preparation 
in Other Fields
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Meringues 
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• “10 Fool-Proof Tips for Making Perfect 
Meringues”
• http://communitytable.parade.com/28147

9/smccook/10-fool-proof-tips-for-making-
perfect-meringues/ (This article is also 
the source of image on the left.)

• Step 1 – “Always use a spotlessly clean 
bowl, completely free from grease”

• “Pavlova”
• https://www.exploratorium.edu/cooking/e

ggs/pavlova-pop.html
• “Fat interferes with the formation of a 

good foam—and fat clings to plastic. No 
matter how carefully you clean a plastic 
bowl, odds are good that a bit of grease 
remains behind. It’s preferable—and 
easier!—to use a glass or stainless steel 
bowl to produce a fluffy meringue. Egg 
yolks also contain fat, so when you 
separate the eggs, try to make sure that 
none of the yolk ends up in your egg 
whites.”

http://communitytable.parade.com/281479/smccook/10-fool-proof-tips-for-making-perfect-meringues/
http://communitytable.parade.com/281479/smccook/10-fool-proof-tips-for-making-perfect-meringues/
http://communitytable.parade.com/281479/smccook/10-fool-proof-tips-for-making-perfect-meringues/
https://www.exploratorium.edu/cooking/eggs/pavlova-pop.html
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Krylon Spray Paint
http://www.krylon.com/how-to/spray-paint-surface-preparation/
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• “Spray Paint Preparation with the Help of 
Krylon®”
• http://www.krylon.com/how-

to/spray-paint-surface-preparation/
• “Proper surface preparation is the 

key to a smooth, professional-
looking finish.”

• Staining Wood
• Spray Painting Wood
• Spray Painting Metal
• Spray Painting Plastic
• Spray Painting Wicker
• Spray Painting Glass or Ceramic

• Generally, their process involves:
• Clean the surface
• Roughen surface
• Remove any debris
• Apply primer
• Apply paint

http://www.krylon.com/how-to/spray-paint-surface-preparation/
http://www.krylon.com/how-to/spray-paint-surface-preparation/
http://www.krylon.com/how-to/spray-paint-surface-preparation/
http://www.krylon.com/how-to/spray-paint-surface-preparation/
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Technical Data Sheets 
– Cleanliness  & 

Surface Preparation
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Dow Corning
http://www.dowcorning.com/DataFiles/090276fe801cf803.pdf
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http://www.dowcorning.com/DataFiles/090276fe801cf803.pdf
http://www.dowcorning.com/DataFiles/090276fe801cf803.pdf
http://www.dowcorning.com/DataFiles/090276fe801cf803.pdf
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Industry Standards 
on Cleanliness
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IPC-HDBK-001E – Feb. 2012
Handbook and Guide to Supplement J-STD-001
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• Section 8 – Cleaning Process Requirements

• It could be reasonably asked why an assembly should be 
concerned about the “cleanliness” of the manufactured electronic 
assemblies.  The answer is that the quality and reliability of the 
hardware produced depends on knowledge of what residues are 
present and what impact those residues may have on electronics 
assemblies.  The concept itself is not new:

• A metal chassis with residual grease or oils will not have 
applied paint adhere to it.

• A coating of dirt can interfere with transmission of data in 
electro-optic equipment.
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IPC-HDBK-001E – Feb. 2012
Handbook and Guide to Supplement J-STD-001
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• Section 8 – Cleaning Process Requirements

• Ionic residues can result in corrosion, electrochemical migration, 
or electrical leakage under humid conditions.  

• Non-ionic residues, such as oils, can interfere with bonding 
operations such as adhesives or conformal coating.

• Particulate residues, such as paper fibers, can absorb moisture in 
service, resulting in unintended electrical shorts.
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IPC-HDBK-001E – Feb. 2012
Handbook and Guide to Supplement J-STD-001
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• In all practicality, it is impossible to remove all residues from an 
assembly.

• J-STD-001 does NOT require you to clean.  Most often, the 
requirement to clean comes from the end item user or customer of 
the hardware.  

• If an assembler desires to use a no-clean assembly process, it is 
usually prudent for the assembler to generate a materials and process 
compatibility study showing that the no-clean hardware meets all 
requirements in the uncleaned state.
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IPC-HDBK-001E – Feb. 2012
8.0.4 – J-STD-001E Section 8 Demystified (What “no-clean” really means!)
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• Next, let us address the issue of no-clean assembly processes. It could reasonably be 
argued that since a no-clean assembly is not required to be cleaned, none of Section 8 
is applicable.  

• However, in all practicality, most customers of no-clean hardware are (or should be) 
aware of the detrimental consequences of some residues.  

• Even a no-clean assembly would require some form of chemical analysis/assay.

• Because a no-clean assembly process has no ability to address detrimental residues 
from bare board fabrication, component manufacture operations, or assembly process 
residues, it is critical for a no-clean assembler to understand the residues present on 
the manufactured assembly. 

• A savvy assembler will have performed reliability studies identifying the residues present 
and their impact on reliability and have that information documented and on file for 
review.  

• A no-clean assembler is dependent upon clean materials from further up in their supply 
chain, when they’re not cleaning and their flux residues have been proven to not be 
detrimental to reliability. - Sean
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IPC J-STD-001F – July 2014
Requirements for Soldered Electrical and Electronic Assemblies
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• Section 8 – Cleaning Process Requirements

• 8.1 – Cleanliness Exemptions
• 8.2 – Ultrasonic Cleaning
• 8.3 – Post-Solder Cleanliness
• 8.3.1 – Foreign Object Debris (FOD)
• 8.3.2 – Flux Residues and Other Ionic or Organic Contaminants
• 8.3.3 – Post-Soldering Cleanliness Designator
• 8.3.4 – Cleaning Option
• 8.3.5 – Test for Cleanliness
• 8.3.6 – Testing
• 8.3.6.1 – Rosin Flux Residues
• 8.3.6.2 – Ionic Residues (Instrument Method)
• 8.3.6.3 – Ionic Residues (Manual Method)
• 8.3.6.4 – Surface Insulation Resistance (SIR)
• 8.3.6.5 – Other Contamination
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IPC J-STD-001F – July 2014
Requirements for Soldered Electrical and Electronic Assemblies
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• 8.3.6.2 – Ionic Residues (Instrument Method)
• 8.3.6.3 – Ionic Residues (Manual Method)

• There is a Pass/Fail limit for cleanliness for assemblies soldered with 
rosin-based fluxes (ROL0 or ROL1).

• Less than 1.56 micrograms NaCl equivalent per cm2

• Less than 10.06 micrograms NaCl equivalent per in2

• When another flux is used the limit is established by the Manufacturer 
or User and supported by historical data (indicating that the cleaning 
and testing processes are proven, well established, and in control), or 
by process qualification test data that are available for review.  

• Always better to have as low a result as possible
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IPC-A-610F – July 2014
Acceptability of Electronic Assemblies
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• Section 3 – Handling Electronic Assemblies 
• Protecting the Assembly – EOS/ESD and Other Handling 

Considerations
• 3.3 – Handling Considerations

• 3.3.1 – Handling Considerations – Guidelines

Avoid contaminating solderable surfaces prior to soldering. Whatever 
comes in contact with these surfaces must be clean. When boards are 
removed from their protective wrappings, handle them with great care. 
Touch only the edges away from any edge connector tabs. Where a firm 
grip on the board is required due to any mechanical assembly procedure, 
gloves meeting EOS/ESD requirements may be required. These principles 
are especially critical when no-clean processes are employed.

Care must be taken during assembly and acceptability inspections to 
ensure product integrity at all times. Table 3-4 provides general guidance.
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IPC-A-610F – July 2014
3.3.1 – Handling Considerations – Guidelines
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Table 3-4 Recommended Practices for Handling Electronic Assemblies

1. Keep workstations clean and neat. There must not be any eating, drinking, or use 
of tobacco products in the work area.

2. Minimize the handling of electronic assemblies and components to prevent 
damage.

3. When gloves are used, change as frequently as necessary to prevent 
contamination from dirty gloves.

4. Do not handle solderable surfaces with bare hands or fingers. Body oils and salts 
reduce solderability, promote corrosion and dendritic growth. They can also cause 
poor adhesion of subsequent coatings or encapsulates.

5. Do not use hand creams or lotions containing silicone since they can cause 
solderability and conformal coating adhesion problems.

6. Never stack electronic assemblies or physical damage may occur. Special racks 
may be provided in assembly areas for temporary storage.

7. Always assume the items are ESDS (Electrostatic Discharge Sensitive) even if they 
are not marked.

8. Personnel must be trained and follow appropriate ESD practices and procedures.
9. Never transport ESDS devices unless proper packaging is applied.
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Cleanliness Test 
Methods
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Resistivity of Solvent Extract (ROSE)
Ionograph System (Alpha Metals, Purchased by SCS); solution resistance change over time
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Ion Chromatography
Anions shown below, can also check for cations and weak organic acids (WOAs) in extract
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FTIR Spectroscopy
Identify pure organic compounds and less complex mixtures
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SEM-EDS
Imaging and elemental characterization
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Dendrites
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Dendrites
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• Dendrites, also known as electrolytic metal migration, grow in the 
presence of free (mobile) ions, moisture, and an electrical bias

• All of the above must be present to produce dendrites
• Below are a couple example images of dendrites
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Prevention of dendrites
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• Dendrites can be mitigated by removing or preventing any of the 
following from being present:  free (mobile) ions, moisture, and an 
electrical bias

• Removal of ions is performed by cleaning the substrate, board, or 
assembly after soldering to remove flux and handling residues

• Removal of moisture is performed by keeping the assembly away from 
water and/or by protecting it with a conformal coating

• Removal of electrical bias is performed by disconnecting power by 
turning the assembly off and/or removing the battery.

• Removing any one of the three is sufficient to prevent dendrites from 
forming
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FA Case Study 1
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FA CS 1 – Contamination affecting adhesion
European defense contractor had adhesion issues with Parylene C
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• Plasticizer, propylene glycol monooleate was found on one board.

• Polyester resin was found on another board, both inhibiting Parylene C 
adhesion.
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FA Case Study 2
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FA CS 2 – Contamination affecting adhesion, 
incomplete coverage, & harsh environment
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• Sensor module system that failed on an oil rig.
• Conformal coating delaminating from assembly.
• Partial fingerprint (potential source of oils) found.
• Incomplete coverage in ocean environment lead to dendrites.
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FA Case Study 3
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FA CS 5 – Chloride sensitive component on 
an assembly washed with tap water
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• A major, multinational corporation with a medical device division, had a 
contract manufacturer who did clean the assemblies after reflow / soldering, 
but used tap water.

• The contract manufacturer said: “We’ve always done it this way and never 
had a problem before!”

• Washing with tap water is not a standard industry practice.

• The composition of the tap water is extremely variable and dependent on the 
municipal water utility provider, the quality of the pipes from the water 
treatment plant through the city, building, and equipment.

• If there’s ever a question of biological contamination or contagion, the 
municipal water provider many times dumps large quantities of concentrated 
bleach into the system, and most of the time, without notice.

• It just so happened that the medical device manufacturer had optoisolator 
components on the assembly that were very sensitive to chloride ions.
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FA CS 5 – Chloride sensitive component on 
an assembly washed with tap water
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• Chloride from the tap water leached in the package of the component and 
corroded a wire bond, damaging the assembly.

• The assembly was fine under visual inspection, but the damage was observed 
under X-ray imaging.
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Cleaning Methods 
and Effectiveness
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Cleaning Methods 
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• Warm deionized (DI) water
• Semi-aqueous wash with cleaning chemistry (saponifiers, surfactants, etc.), 

followed by a clean DI water rinse
• Batch
• Inline
• Ultrasonic agitation

• Vapor degreaser
• Vapor-phase soldering

• Aerosols defluxers
• Isopropanol (IPA) swabs
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Types of Substrate 
Materials
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Substrate Materials 
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• Electronic components – generally robust against all cleaning methods, but 
items likes MEMS, displays, and optical components can be sensitive

• Solder Mask – very robust, can be discolored by plasma.  A known point of 
contamination and delamination concerns if it is not cured correctly or is too 
low in surface energy.

• Other Conformal Coatings – Many conformal coatings are very low surface 
energy.  Others can inhibit cure on other coatings (silicones and acrylics, for 
instance).

• Solder Joints – Combined with the standoff gap of chips and components, 
these are areas most likely to hold contaminants both before cleaning (flux) 
and after (the detergent or solvent)

• Other Metallic Surfaces – copper and silver can be discolored by aqueous / 
acidic / basic solutions in cleaning environment or oxygen in the plasma.
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Surface Modification 
Methods
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Surface Modification
Physical
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Physical
Why do it? – It gives conformal coatings physical roughness to latch onto.  This is 
particularly important with conformal coatings that do not chemically adhere to 
most surfaces (such as parylene).
• Abrading surface – Brushing, blasting, sanding – these are macroscopic 

effects
• Plasma roughing – bombardment by active Argon atoms causes roughening at 

the molecular level
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Surface Modification
Chemical
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Chemical
Why do it? – It gives conformal coatings a chemically attractive surface on which 
to bond.  Chemical bonds are far stronger than most physical bonds.
• Plasma – Gas determines function – Oxygen gives O-, Water gives –OH, 

fluorinated gives hydrophobic, etc.  Generally very uniform coverage.
• Primer – Accelerates curing reactions in materials requiring chemical reactions 

to achieve adhesion, e.g. epoxy or silicone.  Speeds time and effectiveness of 
“full adhesion” development.  Full coverage not as important.

• Adhesion Promoter – Many chemistries available.  For parylenes, generally a 
variation of silanes functionalized to bridge substrates and parylenes.  Precise 
application (1-10 monolayers) can be difficult to achieve.
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Experiments 
Performed by HZO
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Cleaning and Adhesion Testing
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ASTM D3359 comparison chart

Illustrates cross-hatch cut pattern and resulting 
tape peel-off delamination.

• Coated boards were cross-hatch cut with a 
razor blade and guide.

• Tape was placed by hand and removed.
• Images were taken by CCD microscope 

before tape application and after tape 
removal.

• Images were compared to the guide at left to 
categorize extent of delamination.
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Traditional Cleaning
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• Ultrasonic cleaning with de-fluxing detergent
• Effectively recovered adhesion results after contamination with flux

As Received Flux Applied
Fluxed & 

Ultrasonic

4 (27%) - 3 (20%)

7 (46%) - 8 (53%)

4 (27%) - 4 (27%)

- - -

- - -

- 14 (100%) -
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Plasma Cleaning and Activation
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• Plasma effectively removes organic residues –
synthetic grease visibly reduced in as little as 10 
minutes.

• Plasma had VERY LITTLE impact on flux residues –
contamination still visible even after 30 minutes.

• Plasma greatly improved adhesion on low surface 
energy substrates such as polyimide

No exposure 5 minutes 15 minutes total
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Results - Explanation
(average representations only)
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Plasma cleaned + Promoter

Very dirty board with Plasma cleaning

As received boards
Adhesion promoter on as 
received boards
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Surface Preparation 
and Conformal 

Coatings at IPC APEX 
2016
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Doug Pauls, Rockwell Collins
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Doug Pauls, Rockwell Collins
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Doug Pauls, Rockwell Collins
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Doug Pauls, Rockwell Collins
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Doug Pauls, Rockwell Collins
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Doug Pauls, Rockwell Collins
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Doug Pauls, Rockwell Collins
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Doug Pauls, Rockwell Collins
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Mike Bixenman, Kyzen Corporation
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Mike Bixenman, Kyzen Corporation
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Mike Bixenman, Kyzen Corporation
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Mike Bixenman, Kyzen Corporation
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Mike Bixenman, Kyzen Corporation
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Mike Bixenman, Kyzen Corporation
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Mike Bixenman, Kyzen Corporation
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Mike Bixenman, Kyzen Corporation
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Mike Bixenman, Kyzen Corporation
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Mike Bixenman, Kyzen Corporation
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Mike Bixenman, Kyzen Corporation
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Mike Bixenman, Kyzen Corporation
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Mike Bixenman, Kyzen Corporation
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Other Items of Interest from IPC APEX 2016
Solder Mask Task Group, SM-840
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• Rockwell Collins has specified the surface energy of all products to at 
least be 40 dyn/cm2 and that has helped them greatly

• Continental specifies a surface energy after two passes through a 
lead-free reflow profile as a baseline value
• Just temperature part of the reflow process, not talking about 

adding flux
• Starts above 40, some drop below 30, some stay above 30
• Just pass through reflow oven
• Solder mask hardens and becomes more like glass
• Degree of cure is important

• Per Doug Pauls, thermal cycling is a better test of adhesion than the 
cross-hatch test

• Strong interest in specifying surface energy ranges in next revision of 
SM-840
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Other Items of Interest from IPC APEX 2016
Buzz Session 1 – Conformal Coatings
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• Moisture and Insulation Resistance (MIR) – Conformal Coating (IPC 
TM-650 2.6.3.4A) and Hydrolytic Stability – Conformal Coating (IPC 
TM-650 2.6.11.1) are used to test for compatibility of low residue no 
clean fluxes with conformal coatings

• Use ESD deionizers when unrolling tapes

• Stay away from masking tapes with silicone adhesives

• Need to consider the cost of coating and process vs. the products end 
use environment and cost of failure
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Useful Resources
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Adhesion Promotion
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• The typical adhesion promoter used with parylene is Silane A-174, a.k.a. 3-
(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate.
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Useful Resources
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• CALCE, Center for Advanced Life Cycle Engineering, at the University of Maryland
• http://www.calce.umd.edu/

• CAVE3 at Auburn University, NSF Center for Advanced Vehicle and Extreme 
Environment Electronics
• http://cave.auburn.edu/

• DfR Solutions
• http://www.dfrsolutions.com/resource-center/

• Foresite, Inc.
• http://foresiteinc.com/resources/article-and-case-study-archive/

• IPC TM-650 Test Methods Manual
• http://www.ipc.org/test-methods.aspx

• NTS Resource Center
• https://www.nts.com/resourcecenter

http://www.calce.umd.edu/
http://cave.auburn.edu/
http://www.dfrsolutions.com/resource-center/
http://foresiteinc.com/resources/article-and-case-study-archive/
http://www.ipc.org/test-methods.aspx
https://www.nts.com/resourcecenter
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Any Questions?


